


CAMDEN FIRM
HEIGHT 13” 

Spring System: 
a. 672 Lura-Flex® coil is an open-end offset coil design for 

increased sensitivity and responsiveness to various body 
types.

b. High coil counts that translate to more support for all body 
shapes, offering customized comfort. 

c. Consistent support and coverage across the mattress and 
all the way to the edge. 

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils 
creates a sturdy edge that responds along with the coils, so 
you can sleep all the way to the edge without feeling like 
you’re about to fall off, and you can sit comfortably without 
having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High density foam is exceptionally durable and long-

lasting, with properties that allow the mattresses to have 
long lasting comfort.

b. 2” High density cushion support for the base of the 
mattress creates a stable base for the mattress to support 
the sleeping surface.

c. 1 ½” Firm cooling quilt gel is breathable and keeps you 
cool with optimal Spinal support for sleeping.

d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be 
cooler while protecting it from heat

e. Phase change technology Incorporating special treatments 
to our materials that continually adjust to temperature, 
Phase Change Materials create a refreshing surface that 
feels amazingly cool.

COIL COUNT TWIN 390 FULL 546 QUEEN 672 KING 864



CAMDEN PLUSH
HEIGHT 13” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 390 FULL 546 QUEEN 672 KING 864

Spring System: 
a. 672 Lura-Flex® coil is an open-end offset coil design for 

increased sensitivity and responsiveness to various body 
types.

b. High coil counts that translate to more support for all body 
shapes, offering customized comfort. 

c. Consistent support and coverage across the mattress and 
all the way to the edge. 

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils 
creates a sturdy edge that responds along with the coils, so 
you can sleep all the way to the edge without feeling like 
you’re about to fall off, and you can sit comfortably without 
having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High density foam is exceptionally durable and long-

lasting, with properties that allow the mattresses to have 
long lasting comfort.

b. 2” High density cushion support for the base of the 
mattress creates a stable base for the mattress to support 
the sleeping surface.

c. 1 ½” Super-soft creates a soft comfortable feel.
d. 1 ½” Super-soft cooling quilt gel is breathable and keeps 

you cool with optimal Spinal support for sleeping.
e. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be 

cooler while protecting it from heat
f. Phase change technology Incorporating special treatments 

to our materials that continually adjust to temperature, 
Phase Change Materials create a refreshing surface that 
feels amazingly cool.



CAMDEN PILLOWTOP
HEIGHT 13” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 390 FULL 546 QUEEN 672 KING 864

Spring System: 
a. 672 Lura-Flex® coil is an open-end offset coil design for 

increased sensitivity and responsiveness to various body 
types.

b. High coil counts that translate to more support for all body 
shapes, offering customized comfort. 

c. Consistent support and coverage across the mattress and 
all the way to the edge. 

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils 
creates a sturdy edge that responds along with the coils, so 
you can sleep all the way to the edge without feeling like 
you’re about to fall off, and you can sit comfortably without 
having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High density foam is exceptionally durable and long-

lasting, with properties that allow the mattresses to have 
long lasting comfort.

b. 2” High density cushion support for the base of the 
mattress creates a stable base for the mattress to support 
the sleeping surface.

c. 1 ½” Super-soft creates a soft comfortable feel.
d. 1 ½” Super-soft cooling quilt gel is breathable and keeps 

you cool with optimal Spinal support for sleeping.
e. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be 

cooler while protecting it from heat
f. Phase change technology Incorporating special treatments 

to our materials that continually adjust to temperature, 
Phase Change Materials create a refreshing surface that 
feels amazingly cool.



DIXON PLUSH Spring System: 
a. 672 Lura-Flex® coil is an open-end offset coil design for increased 

sensitivity and responsiveness to various body types.
b. High coil counts that translate to more support for all body shapes, 

offering customized comfort. 
c. Consistent support and coverage across the mattress and all the way 

to the edge. 

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a 
sturdy edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the 
way to the edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you can 
sit comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 4” High density foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort.
b. 1 1/2” Super-soft foam creates soft comfortable sleeping surface
c. 1 ½” Super-soft cooling quilt gel is breathable and keeps you cool 

with optimal Spinal support for sleeping.
d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 

protecting it from heat.

HEIGHT 13 1/2” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 390 FULL 546 QUEEN 672 KING 864



DIXON PILLOWTOP Spring System: 
a. 672 Lura-Flex® coil is an open-end offset coil design for increased 

sensitivity and responsiveness to various body types.
b. High coil counts that translate to more support for all body shapes, 

offering customized comfort. 
c. Consistent support and coverage across the mattress and all the way 

to the edge. 

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a 
sturdy edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the 
way to the edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you can 
sit comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 4” High density foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort.
b. 1 1/2” Super-soft foam creates soft comfortable sleeping surface
c. 1 ½” Super-soft cooling quilt gel is breathable and keeps you cool 

with optimal Spinal support for sleeping.
d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 

protecting it from heat.

HEIGHT 13 1/2” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 390 FULL 546 QUEEN 672 KING 864



DIXON FIRM Spring System: 
a. 672 Lura-Flex® coil is an open-end offset coil design for increased 

sensitivity and responsiveness to various body types.
b. High coil counts that translate to more support for all body shapes, 

offering customized comfort. 
c. Consistent support and coverage across the mattress and all the 

way to the edge. 

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a 
sturdy edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the 
way to the edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you 
can sit comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 4” High density foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort.
b. 2” High density firm foam creates firm cushion support for the 

base of the mattress creates a stable base for the mattress to 
support the sleeping surface.

c. 1 ½” Firm cooling quilt gel is breathable and keeps you cool with 
optimal Spinal support for sleeping.

d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 
protecting it from heat.

HEIGHT 13 1/2” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 390 FULL 546 QUEEN 672 KING 864



HALEY FIRM Spring System:
a. 858 Independent coil is the optional amount of springs to conform 

to ones body.  It has the pressure relief achieved through 
strategically placed comfort zones with in the mattress cradling your 
shoulders, torso, and hips. 

b. Durable and Sag Resistance this spring outshines other springs.
c. Even support across the surface, keeping sleepers from rolling 

together at night and minimizing partner disturbance.
d. This spring sleeps 28% cooler than foam beds.

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a 
sturdy edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the 
way to the edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you can 
sit comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High Density Foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort
b. 4”High density super-firm foam creates a firm sleeping surface
c. 1 ½” Firm cooling quilt gel foam is breathable and keeps you cool 

with optimal Spinal support
d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 

protecting it from heat
e. Phase Change Technology Incorporating special treatments to our 

materials that continually adjust to temperature, Phase Change 
Materials create a refreshing surface that feels amazingly cool.

HEIGHT 13 1/2” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 527 FULL 704 QUEEN 858 KING 1056



HALEY PLUSH Spring System:
a. 858 Independent coil is the optional amount of springs to conform to 

ones body.  It has the pressure relief achieved through strategically 
placed comfort zones with in the mattress cradling your shoulders, 
torso, and hips. 

b. Durable and Sag Resistance this spring outshines other springs.
c. Even support across the surface, keeping sleepers from rolling together 

at night and minimizing partner disturbance.
d. This spring sleeps 28% cooler than foam beds.

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a sturdy 
edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the way to the 
edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you can sit 
comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High Density Foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort
b. 3” High Density Ultra Plush Foam creates a Soft pillowtop adds to the 

comfort of the bed
c. 1 ½” Super-soft cooling quilt gel foam is breathable and keeps you cool 

with optimal Spinal support
d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 

protecting it from heat
e. Phase Change Technology Incorporating special treatments to our 

materials that continually adjust to temperature, Phase Change 
Materials create a refreshing surface that feels amazingly cool.

HEIGHT 13 1/2” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 527 FULL 704 QUEEN 858 KING 1056



HALEY PILLOWTOP Spring System:
a. 858 Independent coil is the optional amount of springs to conform to 

ones body.  It has the pressure relief achieved through strategically 
placed comfort zones with in the mattress cradling your shoulders, 
torso, and hips. 

b. Durable and Sag Resistance this spring outshines other springs.
c. Even support across the surface, keeping sleepers from rolling together 

at night and minimizing partner disturbance.
d. This spring sleeps 28% cooler than foam beds.

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a sturdy 
edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the way to the 
edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you can sit 
comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High Density Foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort
b. 3” High Density Ultra Plush Foam creates a Soft pillowtop adds to the 

comfort of the bed
c. 1 ½” Super-soft cooling quilt gel foam is breathable and keeps you cool 

with optimal Spinal support
d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 

protecting it from heat
e. Phase Change Technology Incorporating special treatments to our 

materials that continually adjust to temperature, Phase Change 
Materials create a refreshing surface that feels amazingly cool.

HEIGHT 13 1/2” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 527 FULL 704 QUEEN 858 KING 1056



PAYTON FIRM Spring System:
a. 858 Independent coil is the optional amount of springs to conform 

to ones body.  It has the pressure relief achieved through 
strategically placed comfort zones with in the mattress cradling your 
shoulders, torso, and hips. 

b. Durable and Sag Resistance this spring outshines other springs.
c. Even support across the surface, keeping sleepers from rolling 

together at night and minimizing partner disturbance.
d. This spring sleeps 28% cooler than foam beds.

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a 
sturdy edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the 
way to the edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you can 
sit comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High Density Foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort
b. 4”High density super-firm foam creates a firm sleeping surface
c. 1 ½” Firm cooling quilt gel foam is breathable and keeps you cool 

with optimal Spinal support
d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 

protecting it from heat
e. Phase Change Technology Incorporating special treatments to our 

materials that continually adjust to temperature, Phase Change 
Materials create a refreshing surface that feels amazingly cool.

HEIGHT 13 1/2” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 527 FULL 704 QUEEN 858 KING 1056



PAYTON PLUSH Spring System:
a. 858 Independent coil is the optional amount of springs to conform to 

ones body.  It has the pressure relief achieved through strategically 
placed comfort zones with in the mattress cradling your shoulders, 
torso, and hips. 

b. Durable and Sag Resistance this spring outshines other springs.
c. Even support across the surface, keeping sleepers from rolling together 

at night and minimizing partner disturbance.
d. This spring sleeps 28% cooler than foam beds.

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a sturdy 
edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the way to the 
edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you can sit 
comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High Density Foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort
b. 3” High Density Ultra Plush Foam creates a Soft pillowtop adds to the 

comfort of the bed
c. 1 ½” Super-soft cooling quilt gel foam is breathable and keeps you cool 

with optimal Spinal support
d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 

protecting it from heat
e. Phase Change Technology Incorporating special treatments to our 

materials that continually adjust to temperature, Phase Change 
Materials create a refreshing surface that feels amazingly cool.

HEIGHT 13 1/2” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 527 FULL 704 QUEEN 858 KING 1056



PAYTON PILLOWTOP Spring System:
a. 858 Independent coil is the optional amount of springs to conform to 

ones body.  It has the pressure relief achieved through strategically 
placed comfort zones with in the mattress cradling your shoulders, 
torso, and hips. 

b. Durable and Sag Resistance this spring outshines other springs.
c. Even support across the surface, keeping sleepers from rolling together 

at night and minimizing partner disturbance.
d. This spring sleeps 28% cooler than foam beds.

Edge Support: 
Foam encasement perimeter foam block around the coils creates a sturdy 
edge that responds along with the coils, so you can sleep all the way to the 
edge without feeling like you’re about to fall off, and you can sit 
comfortably without having it collapse.

Support Layers: 
a. 2” High Density Foam is exceptionally durable and long-lasting, with 

properties that allow the mattresses to have long lasting comfort
b. 4 1/2” High Density Ultra Plush Foam creates a Soft pillowtop adds to 

the comfort of the bed
c. 1 ½” Super-soft cooling quilt gel foam is breathable and keeps you cool 

with optimal Spinal support
d. Rayon cooling soft comfort enables the mattress to be cooler while 

protecting it from heat
e. Phase Change Technology Incorporating special treatments to our 

materials that continually adjust to temperature, Phase Change 
Materials create a refreshing surface that feels amazingly cool.

HEIGHT 15” 

COIL COUNT TWIN 527 FULL 704 QUEEN 858 KING 1056


